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“Eventually, a bit like a composer playing

around with different sounds, your own style

emerges.”

Brian was to discover that he had a lot to

learn when it came to technique. 

“To produce good work, there are things you

need to know. Being largely self-taught, it took

many years to gain the skills I now apply to my

painting. But as the work starts to progress you

find you become more confident.

“People often ask me how long it takes to

paint a picture. I’ll say a lifetime. I might com-

plete a painting in 40 minutes. But it has taken

me 20 or 30 years of hard work to achieve that.

“For me, capturing the light and atmosphere

of the subject, whether landscape, seascape or

an interior, is what it is all about. When you are

painting, you come to a point when you instinc-

tively know that’s exactly it. After that moment, I

rarely feel the need to revisit any of my paint-

ings.”

Brian is a member of several societies, includ-

ing the Wolverhampton Society of Artists, Royal

Birmingham Society of Artists (RBSA), Easel

Club and the Birmingham Art Circle. 

With his work displayed in various galleries,

including AA-RT in Stourbridge and the Bevere

Gallery near Worcester and at least four exhibi-

tions planned for the next few months, Brian is

certainly making up for lost time.

He says: “I always sought to . . . find my own

mark and make a personal statement." 

And he certainly has. Now his talents are

being recognised by his peers and the art world

at large. This month his name will be listed in

the Who’s Who in Art for the first time.

Brian continues: “That came out of the blue.

The listing enables antiques and art dealers to

recognise my work, like the experts on the An-

tiques Roadshow, for example. It includes my

signature and details about me as an artist.

“It does feel good to be recognised,” he

adds. “In your early 60s you don’t normally ex-

pect to set up in a new career to such a high

level. 

“I always felt I could do it, but it’s great to re-

alise that after a lot of hard work and endeavour,

something special has come out of it.”

Clockwise from top: Brian shows off a few of his pictures; September Evening at Val

D’Orcia, Tuscany; December Light – Severn Bridge, Worcester; Autumn Light across

Manifold Valley, the Peak District, and Autumn on Orton Ridge at Wombourne


